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Marbella old town restaurant guide

The Andalusian city of Marbella in southern Spain boasts 326 sunny days a year, tempting beaches, home fish restaurants and bustling tourist life. The lively seaside promenade of Paseo Maritimo, the upscale port of Puerto Banis and the atmospheric, orange-filled Historic quarter cater to all tastes. Discover the best restaurants this culinary paradise has to offer. Plaza de los Naranjos © Nan
PalmeroRestaurant, Mediterranean, Spanish, European In beautiful Plaza de los Naranjos in the Old Town, this cozy and hospitable restaurant offers high quality cuisine. Paco Jimenez is named after his eponymous owner and chef, who won a gold medal at the World Gastronomic Meeting in Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia. In the warm interior of this restaurant, which is also a gallery in its own right, you
can dine on the ever-changing seasonal menu. Comprised of an eclectic, creative variety of Mediterranean dishes, it includes dishes such as seafood salad, lamb rack with marmalade sauce, delicate confit of rosemary rabbit and saffron perch. Desserts are equally alluring, with tarta de Keso an all-time favorite. Restaurant, European, Contemporary, SpanishA a few meters from the Old Town, Messina is a
modern restaurant with an open plan, minimalist interior. Wooden floors, red chairs and cutlery are of the highest quality and glasses offer an upscale lunch. Adventure palettes can try a taster menu or one of their signature dishes such as banana crab ravioli, sea snail, tuna with papaya, sea urchin, squid sandwich, Chantilly yogurt and strawberries. Mauricio Giovanni experiments with new flavors and
textures and uses local products and local classics, presenting them with his own creative twist. Restaurant, Mediterranean, Spanish, EuropeanA is a tiny but alluring restaurant where the atmosphere conjures up a long-gone era, Garnacha offers excellent and innovative food with an artistic presentation. Warm shades of the interior, a large mirror on the wall and fancy chairs and tables create a warm and
cozy environment. Dishes are served in full, half or tapas portions and offer exotic combinations such as foie gras with apple crumble and grated almonds, duck magret with caramelized pineapple, tuna tartare and octopus. Creativity in abundance and perfectly balanced aromas are accompanied by an interesting wine spice. For the desert, white chocolate cake with ice cream or chocolate pendant with
passion fruit sauce are a great choice. It is a small gem at a reasonable price where reservations are needed. Restaurant, European, Italian, Spanish, Mediterranean This is a masterpiece of Sandro Morelli, one of the most famous restaurateurs in Spain. Villa Tiberio is surrounded by 6,000 square meters of Italian gardens, lush trees, and semi-tropical vegetation. Statues, waterfalls, rose bushes and lilac
flowers adorn vast areas where diplomats, royals, celebrities, locals and tourists can enjoy banquet or intimate dinner. The menu is innovative with many tempting dishes such as fantasy fungi, pappardelle al Sandro, osso bucco a la Milanese and spaghetti with clam sauce. The choice of wine is equally fabulous, including Romane Conti Grand Cru 1973, Tignanello Antinori , 1938 Chateau Margaux among
others. Restaurant, European, Mediterranean, Spanish, $$A delicious menu, friendly atmosphere, live tango, flamenco and other events and exhibitions organized throughout the year rank Soliluna as one of the friendliest restaurants in Marbella. With high ceilings, beautiful decoration and a large fireplace, it is a warm and elegant place to enjoy dinner on a cold winter night. Also, on a warm and balmy
summer evening, customers can enjoy a spacious terrace overlooking a beautiful garden with a swimming pool. Meat and seafood dishes of the highest quality and sources locally and Sunday barbecue buffet brunch are highly recommended. Restaurant, European, Spanish, Mediterranean, $$Original Spanish cuisine in an Andalusian atmosphere, the tapas Marbella Patio have won local awards for their
original taste and interesting presentation. Located in a 16th century building next to the castle walls, this is a great stop if you want to visit a Moorish monument. Bold decor tiles and a patio against an ancient city wall can transport customers into the past. Salmorejo, paella, fillet steak and house special pig sucking, all original recipes with a modern touch, freshly cooked and offer excellent value for money.
Restaurant, European, Spanish, Mediterranean Tatar in Skin Courtesy SkinaSkina is a Michelin-starred Marbella restaurant, replete with a taste of creativity and an impressive culinary experience. A variety of inventive tapas, such as deer ham with celery, lobster tartare with strawberries, roasted pigeon flakes, orange cream with carrot ice cream and homemade bread, are all based on traditional dishes
from the Region of Malaga. The restaurant's design is bold and dominates the glazed wine cellar. Private lessons and internships are also organized by Skina Restaurant for those who want to try their hand at creating culinary magic. Restaurant, Mediterranean, $$An a very spacious art deco restaurant with candlelit tables and large Roman gardens, La Meridiana offers visitors a great place to enjoy
excellent Mediterranean dishes. From classic options to more adventurous choices, Benjamin Aloza's creations are inspired and authentic, and the ingredients are of excellent quality. Ajopollo malague'o and glazed artichokes, red fruit salmorejo, white chocolate souffle with Grand Marnier, all accompanied by an additional selection of wines and delicious cocktails can be enjoyed in a beautiful colonial
setting. We've been going to Marbella Patio for years, and I don't know why I've never Reviews! Pedro gives gives The warm welcome and atmosphere of the restaurant, especially in the patio at the back, corresponds to the reception. The food has always been excellent - the fish cooked under salt was a special specialty, although vegetarian paella is always excellent. Recent changes have refreshed the
menu and there is a really good main course of tuna that tuna lovers in my family rave about. It's Spain, after all! Long can Pedro and his team continue to serve excellent food in an atmospheric place, with such attentive service. Reservations: 00:00 00:30 01:00 01:30 02:00 02:30 03:00 04:00 04:30 05:00 05:30 06:00 06:3 07 07:0707:3 00 07:30 08:00 08:30 09:00 09:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00
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16 customers 17 customers 18 customers 19 customers 20 customers Find restaurant Delete Food search in Marbella is a luxury, if you do it in its historic center it becomes an unforgettable experience because walking the streets you will have the feeling of transporting yourself to the world away from the hustle and bustle of other areas of Marbella, and that's it that its historical center has a different
taste,... More 18 April 2018 Food in Marbella is a luxury, if you do it in its historic center it becomes an unforgettable experience because walking between its streets you will have the feeling of transporting yourself to a world away from the hustle and bustle of other areas of Marbella and its historic center has a different taste, typical Andalusian taste and good wine is its restaurants. Restaurants in the old
city of Marbella are places where good table worship is handled not only for culinary tasting, but also for other factors such as good company, temperature, always pleasant or relaxed atmosphere... That's why tycoons, Democratic artists, kings, elite athletes, show business people... and Michelle Obama and her court fell in love with the cuisine of the Costa del Sol in general and the restaurants of Marbella
in particular. Restaurant Peperoncino Peperoncino was born with the main idea to offer its visitors Italian cuisine of the highest quality, all created at the moment and with the best and fresh local products. In its menu you can find typical Italian dishes such as pastas, although they have other dishes such as Piadina Diavoleta, Schiacciata cotta or delicious meat cooked to taste. Peperoncino restaurant is
elegant and familiar. It's the perfect place to enjoy a good dinner as a couple or with friends. Calle Ortega and Gasset 87, 29602 Marbella, Malaga No 34 951 70 30 72 Web: www.facebook.com/Restaurante-Peperoncino-Marbella-314062968668055 Google Maps Restaurant Ta-Kumi Ta-Kumi is the best Japanese restaurant in the capital of Costa del Sol, its name means artisan and statement of intent as it
demonstrates the concern that its chefs Toshio Tsutsuy and Alvaro Arbeola put into a gastronomic offering that is characterized by the merger of two ancestors cullinary models such as the Japanese and Mediterranean models. This bold menu leads to the creation of exquisite delicacies such as sea bass teppanyaki, white fish sashimi and avocado futomaki. If you decide on Ta Kumi you will live an
experience hard to forget in an exclusive environment and most importantly the participation of professionals who will offer you a close and friendly treatment. Also, and if that's not enough, there is an opportunity to prepare a takeaway, and make it even easier for you to visit them, tell you that they are near the parking lot. Calle Gregorio Maraon, 4, 29602 Marbella, Malaga Tel:: No 34 952 77 08 39 Web:
www.restaurantetakumi.com Google Maps Restaurante zosoi Restaurant of zozoi combines local and seasonal products plus the creativity of its chef. The menu has elements of Italian gastronomy such as risotto and delicious pizzas. In addition to the colourful indoor lounge, the restaurant has one of the most privileged terraces in Maribelle. Plaza Altamirano 1, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel.: No 34 952 85
88 68 Web: www.facebook.com/Zozoi.restaurante Google Maps Restaurante Casanis This is a beautiful bistro where its menu merges traditional gastronomy with the coolest gastronomic techniques, so they offer you original flavors that fall in love with your taste. The reception of this restaurant has an impressive central courtyard, with an old well that still has a family dining room and terrace in the heart of
the Old Town. Calle Ancha 8, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel.: No 34 952 90 04 50 Web: www.casanis.es Google Maps Restaurante T'mra This restaurant located in the old city of Marbella offers international and creative inspiration with local ingredients. The service is friendly and very efficient. The Tumporah is a romantic and charming restaurant, a great choice for a pleasant and intimate dinner. Premium
fusion products with seasonal gourmet recipes from all over the world. Calle Tetuan 9, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel.: No 34 618 51 44 69 Web: www.temporarestaurant.com Google Maps Restaurant Marbella Patio Located next to the Castle Wall, this place is a restaurant characterized by a combination of traditional Andalusian gastronomy with avant-garde smears, all made with high quality materials. In
this place you will find a family treat plus no problem for any type of diner as you will find options for celiac disease or vegetarians. Calle Virgen de los Dolores 4, 29603 Malaga Tel.: No 34 952 77 54 29 Web: www.restaurantemarbellapatio.com Google Maps Restaurant El Balcon de la Virgen This restaurant invites you to solitude and enjoy the pleasure of eating. This gastrobar has a continental menu, from
which stands out a great specialty, grilled meat, although a special mention is also its fresh fish, from the Costa del Sol, of course. Among the chef's recommendations are tuna crowns on eggs and tomatoes; Duck confit with orange sauce; or Rabbit with forest sauce. Visit this restaurant, if you want to live a unique experience, it will delight you. Calle Remedios 2, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel.: No 34 952 77
60 92 Web: www.elbalcondelavirgen.com Google Maps Restaurant Tai Pan Tai Pan is a gastronomic legend in Marbella, because when you think about going for dinner at an Asian restaurant in Marbella you always choose this place because it has a long and more satisfactory trajectory. This restaurant is distinguished by its exotic menu, with a distinctly Cantonese influence, with dishes typical of this
area. The atmosphere is lovely and the food is of a good level: this Marbell' restaurant is not economical, but it's worth it if you want to enjoy another evening. Av. Prencipe Alfonso von Hohenlohe, 29602 Marbella, Malaga Tel: 34 952 77 78 93 Web: www.taipanmarbella.com Google Maps Restaurant Farm Home purpose of this deli is to show your passion for gastronomy and good food, and all through an
exclusive kitchen and wine list of the most complete. This place seeks to charm its visitors with local, fresh and seasonal materials. Its meanings, slow food, km 0, organic, transparency, creativity, and desire to create a warm, hospitable and bright atmosphere where you can enjoy pleasant moments of life. Plaza Altamirano 3, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel.: No 34 952 82 25 57 Web: www.thefarm-
marbella.com Google Maps Restaurant Stuzzikini This famous restaurant is located in the historic center of Marbella. In this place you can enjoy the maximum indicator of Italian cuisine of the homeland, with a special influence on the typical Sardinian gastronomy. Also, if you decide to visit them you should find that every week you can enjoy delicious new seasonal recipes, so every time you go it will be
like the first time. Among its menus stand out dishes as tasty as focaccia, homemade bread pizza, Sardinian fregula and caponata. Allow yourself to be delivered to the deepest Italy stuzzikini professionals. Calle Alderete, 5, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel:: No 34 952 77 59 94 Web: www.stuzzikini.com Google Maps Restaurant El Patio del Mariscal Restaurant El Patio de Mariscal has a typical Andalusian
patio for over 200 years, precisely in this magnificent place where you can sample the best of Mediterranean gastronomy. Enjoy a refreshing seafood cocktail and fresh salads and with a ration of stuffed tiger mussels or some pil-pil shrimp. If you come to the Mediterranean, you can't miss Andalusian Gazpacho or Mal Malaga. Go to the gastronomic event offered by this restaurant with its obsessive magical
atmosphere. Calle Virgen de los Dolores, 3, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel.: No 34 952 86 77 01 Web: www.elpatiodemariscal.es Google Maps Restaurant Il Tartufo Here you will find the most Andalusian atmosphere, but the most Italian cuisine. Its offer brings you to the best Italian taste by hand from fresh and high-quality raw materials. Risotto, fresh pasta, gourmet snacks, meat and fish form a menu where
you could not miss its star product: white truffle. Calle Tetuan, 9, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel.: No 34 635 34 73 91 Web: www.iltartufo-ristorante.com Google Maps Restaurante Momo Marbella If you want to live a new unique culinary experience and concoer new and amazing international flavors, be sure to visit Momo Marbella. This romantic place offers you a varied menu where you can enjoy everything
from empanadas gyozas and miso soup to entrecote to three peppers, grilled sea bass or duck magret. Calle Tetuan, 7, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel: 34 952 77 15 60 Web: www.momomarbella.es Google Maps Restaurant Orange Tree In the old town you will find an orange tree. A restaurant where seasonal produce is used to create your menu. Its menu has Mediterranean flavors with international
touches. Delicious meat, fresh fish, delicious salads and seafood, this restaurant can enjoy high-quality food. Plaza Gral. Chinchilla, 1, 29600 Marbella, Malaga Tel.: No 34 952 92 46 13 Google Maps Cafe Bar El Estrecho El Estrecho is a place dedicated to Mediterranean gastronomy, a restaurant that offers a wide variety of dishes. Among his many suggestions we should make a special mention of
traditional anchos in vinegar, calluses with chickpeas, octopus salad, seafood splash, lemon sardines, mussels for the sailor, shrimp with saw saws, homemade meatballs, or famous fried fish, one of his specialties. Calle San Lazaro, 12, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel:: No 34 952 77 00 04 Web: www.barelestrecho.es Google Maps Restaurant Bistro Paloma El Bistre Paloma is a small and cozy place that
offers you a culinary offering full of typical Spanish dishes. Using local and high-quality raw materials, Paloma Bistro offers Mediterranean delicacies that will fall in love with you. Try French onion soup, homemade croquettes, salmon lasagna or shrimp with chili sauce and others. Calle Ortiz de Molineillo, 1, 29600 Marbella, Malaga Tel.: No 34 952 77 72 47 Google Maps La Taberna la Ni'sa del Pisto La
Taberna La Ni'a del Pisto is one of the most original restaurants in the city, as it is decorated in typical Cordoba style. A quality culinary offering based on typical Mediterranean dishes, besides as a handicap, we can say that it is always lively and crowded. Calle San Lazaro, 2, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel.: 34 633 32 00 22 Google Maps Restaurante Paco Jimenez This restaurant as its owner is a place
with personality and character. His kitchen prepares the most creative and original dishes of the Costa del Sol. Its gastronomic offering consists of Mediterranean and international dishes. Try fresh seafood, selected meat, homemade fish and desserts. Here you will enjoy the most saturated aromas. Plaza de los Naranjos, 11, 29601 Marbella, Malaga Tel.: No34 952 77 36 10 Online:
www.pacojimenezmarbella.com Google Maps Main Editorial Image Credit: / Shutterstock.com check of bookings: booking: reservations:
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